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Obituaries

O n  S e p t e m -
ber  9,  2020, 
after a tragic 
illness, Leo de 
Klerk passed 
away at the age 
of 62 in De Bilt, 
The  Nether -

lands. Leo was a pianist, composer, music 
and sound director and inventor. He can 
rightly be called a homo universalis, and 
was deeply convinced of the importance of 
connecting art and science.

In his teens Leo already worked as a pro-
fessional pianist in pop bands and music 
theater groups. Later he played with Turk-
ish musicians and in salsa orchestras. He 
started composing at a young age and went 
to study piano and composition at the Rot-
terdam Conservatory. Leo always said that 
he wanted to compose tonal music and was 
unfortunate to be born in the wrong era, 
because it was the heyday of serial compo-
sition. That is why he soon opted for film 
music, where tonal music had remained 
common. In Rotterdam he took piano les-
sons from Rob van Kreeveld and Rob van 
der Linden and composition lessons from 
Theo Loevendie, Ruud Bos, Rob van der 
Linden, and Klaas de Vries, among others.

Leo said that Klaas de Vries did some-
thing funny during his studies: he switched 
Leo’s written part between flute and oboe. 
That caused a completely different division 
of roles and instrumentation, like a conver-
sation that runs very differently. It was an 
important lesson: “As a musician you are 
literally the materialization of the notes, 
you inspire them, that is the performance,” 
he said. After his studies Leo wrote music 
for bands, theater performances, film, 
orchestras, and various chamber music 
ensembles.

The music and sound director
Already in his teens Leo immersed himself 
in recording technology and during his 
studies he built his own Bloomline studio 
in ‘s Gravendeel. When he heard that a 
new Music Registration course was starting 

in The Hague at the Royal Conservatoire, 
he immediately enrolled. It goes without 
saying that he also immersed himself in 
composition here, by taking courses with 
Dick Raaijmakers and Paul Berg. But most 
of all he was formed by the physics, acous-
tics, and psychoacoustics lessons of Stan 
Tempelaars and Diemer de Vries. And let’s 
not forget by Jan Panis from the techni-
cal department, with whom he had many 
discussions, and together they read AES 
papers. Ultimately, Leo graduated cum 
laude with music that he had composed 
himself, largely played himself, and of 
course recorded himself, applying various 
self-developed recording techniques with 
self-built equipment in his self-built studio.

It was the prelude to an exceptional 
career as a music and sound director in 
which he realized more than 1100 pro-
ductions over a period of almost 40 years, 
ranging from renaissance to contempo-
rary, from world music to large orchestral 
work, and from theater performances to 
language courses. His recordings for labels 
such as Vanguard Classics, Etcetera, Passa-
caille, Universal, Decca, Chandos, and many 
others have regularly received awards and 
accolades from various music magazines. 
Artists could also join “bloomline.net” for 
their publications, which Leo pioneered 
from 1999 as the first cooperative inde-
pendent artist platform on the internet. 
In the mid-1990s, Leo successfully part-
nered with Jorn Mineur in their company 
“Bloomline-Coryphee” to increase their col-
lective strength. Leo’s son Leendert was 
also involved. Recording sessions took place 
both in the studio and in concert halls. 
Because Leo loved the intimacy and tran-
quility of his beautiful sounding studio so 
much, he invested in both a Steinway D and 
a 19th century Erard concert grand.

To describe what it was like to make a 
recording with Leo, the following anecdote 
should not be missed. The first recording 
that Leo made with oboeist Paul Dombrecht 
and Il Fondamento (with works by Viv-
aldi) was quite special. They had planned a 
church in Ukkel, Belgium, but upon arrival 
Leo soon heard that the acoustics were not 
suitable. He convinced Paul Dombrecht 
that they had to leave and find another 

venue. With the entire ensemble they then 
drove through half of Belgium in search 
of a church with the right acoustics. They 
stopped in Leuven, Mechelen, St. Niklaas, 
and Bruges, where they unloaded all the 
instruments, walked into the church, 
started playing, thanked the sexton and 
drove on. Eventually they arrived at the 
Eglise Saint-Apollinaire in Bolland and it 
sounded wonderful.

The inventor
From his first steps on the recording trail, 
Leo built a large part of his equipment him-
self, together with his wife Ank and his 
friend Henk Prince. Together they built 
a complete mixing desk, modified micro-
phones, and built special effect processors 
such as a 90-degree phase shifter to make 
reverberation channels sound diffuse. 
But high-quality factory equipment also 
inspired Leo to achieve special results. By 
endlessly tinkering with the settings of his 
Lexicon 480 reverb, he created such a real-
istic spatial sound for his studio recordings 
that the albums were praised by the maga-
zines for their acoustics. In the early 1990s, 
Leo was the second customer in Europe of 
the revolutionary and very expensive Sonic 
Solutions audio workstation based on Mac 
computers. The speed and precision with 
which he could work on it were legendary.

His first special invention, the “Diffuse 
Field Adapter” or DiFA, which he devel-
oped together with Ron Geluk, followed in 
the late 1990s. After adding a DiFA, a nor-
mal omnidirectional microphone obtained 
stronger directivity at frequencies below 
600 Hz, allowing for improved sound defi-
nition at low frequencies without the use of 
support microphones. It was a clear example 
of his independent mind, because in the 
professional field everyone thought about 
microphone characteristics in the opposite 
way. Perhaps because of that, DiFA did not 
become a commercial success. Not much 
later, just in the new millennium, Leo set 
off for his greatest work, Omniwave. One of 
Leo’s annoyances was that one only hears 
a good stereo image right in the middle 
between the speakers, and that even then 
the room sound is not natural. He became 
convinced that the cause was that normal 
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speakers radiate sound in a wrong way at 
mid and high frequencies. He turned the 
cone of a Philips speaker inside out, put the 
cabinet on its back and was fascinated by 
how good it sounded in the room. The idea 
of   the convex loudspeaker was born. To inte-
grate the tweeter into the design and create 
a coherent full range source, Leo chose a 
coaxial KEF speaker, which he turned inside 
out with the tweeter at the center. This 
remodel turned out to sound surprisingly 
good. Composer Burkhardt Söll heard the 
prototypes and suggested using them in 
the live performance of his piece Venus and 
Adonis. It was a great success.

Research showed that Philips developed 
almost exclusively convex loudspeakers 
between 1925 and 1932, under the direction 
of Roelof Vermeulen, but that this tech-
nique had been dispelled and forgotten by 
the introduction of concave loudspeakers 
with permanent magnets in the 1930s. 
Driven by his intuition, Leo had reinvented 
the “bending wave” style convex speaker. 
Searching for the optimal cabinet shape, a 
simple cylinder turned out to yield the best 
result. This shape invited experiments, in 
which the sound in the room was clearly 
different depending on whether the cone 
was oriented horizontally or vertically. The 
Eureka moment came when he discovered 
that the vertical and horizontal speaker pairs 

could be combined in a unique way. With 
sufficient vertical distance between the two 
pairs, a stable and quite uncolored verti-
cal phantom source appeared. In this way, 
the “acoustic fingerprint” of the speaker 
disappeared and the experience of the total 
sound field became much more natural. In 
2008 Leo was granted a patent on this tech-
nique, which was named “Omniwave.” The 
development and production of the loud-
speakers was increasingly professionalized 
in collaboration with Leo’s son Leendert, 
daughter Anna, and external parties. A fam-
ily business was born. The system is now 
very popular in places where “inaudible” 
sound reinforcement must take place, such 
as acoustic music and speech reinforcement. 
It has been used at the Ruhr Biennial, the 
Münchner Kammerspiele, the International 
Theater Amsterdam, and many theater and 
music performances in halls and outdoors. 
There is even an Omniwave speech sound 
reinforcement system installed in the survey 
room of the Dutch parliament.

Since his childhood Leo was fascinated 
by acoustics and the way a musician plays 
with them. He saw making music as a 
conversation between the musician and 
the space. The diffuse field of the space 
forms a background that provides context 
for instruments in the foreground. Leo’s 
eternal search was for a way to create that 

diffuse field with loudspeakers. Normal ste-
reophony, he said, sounded “as if you were 
listening through a letterbox slot.” A natural 
diffuse sound has a height dimension that 
normal speakers cannot provide. Omniwave 
can do it. The value of this invention to the 
audio world can hardly be overestimated. 
It is almost comparable to the invention 
of perspective in painting. Leo said that “a 
crisp simple invention can create a new 
world.”

Leo remained resourceful until his death-
bed. When the oxygen hose in his nose no 
longer produced enough air, he managed 
to combine two air compressors and thus 
double the capacity. When that no longer 
gave him enough oxygen, he was given an 
oxygen mask. However, according to him, 
it did not work well. He soon saw what was 
wrong with it and how it could be improved. 
The doctors refused to assist, because the 
thing should be used as designed. Of course 
Leo adapted it anyway and indeed it worked 
much better then.

The loss of Leo leaves a big gap in 
the audio world. But at the moment the 
thoughts mainly go out to the people who 
stay behind: his family and circle of friends. 
We hope to find comfort in the memories of 
Leo that will no doubt inspire many people 
for a very long time to come.
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